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Domestic laws and governance of solar 

radiation management research

• Baseline:  a network of federal and state environmental, health & 

safety, and liability laws already provide an ad hoc governance 

network for research on reflective radiation strategies

• From a descriptive perspective, do these laws and regulations – all 

designed to apply to different circumstances and risks from 

reflective radiation research – operate in coherent and desirable 

ways when applied to that research

– Transparency

– Effectiveness

– Consistent outcomes

– Resiliency against manipulation



Research Governance

• Drawing the line between research vs application

• Federal and state laws (especially environmental laws) provide 

some space and flexibility for research projects

– Substantive legal requirements still apply in background; the 

research exemptions apply within them

– Examples:

• Experimental Use Permits under FIFRA

• Alternative Compliance Methodologies under CAA

• Testing consent orders under TSCA

• Research, Development and Testing Permits for Hazardous 

Wastes (40 C.F.R. 270.65)

• No existing research exemption in federal environmental laws 

squarely applies to solar reflective radiation research





Domestic laws and SRM governance 

NWMA Notification and Liability Mandates

• National Weather Modification Policy Act of 1976

– Broad definitions, particularly of “weather modification”

– Mandatory 10-day prior notice, with 45-day follow-up

– Record-keeping requirements and disclosure

– Specific notice required for abnormal risks

– $10,000 potential fine per violation

• NWMA does not distinguish between research and commercial use 

of weather modification

• Enforcement concerns

• State laws differ on weather modification permitting



The National Weather Modification Act and 

Solar Radiation Management Research

• NWMA section 330(3) defines “weather modification” to include

Any activity performed with the intention of producing artificial 

changes to the composition, behavior, or dynamics of the 

atmosphere.

• NOAA’s implementing rules (15 C.F.R. 908.3) require reporting of 

[m]odifying the solar radiation exchange of the earth or clouds, 

through the release of gases, dusts, liquids, or aerosols into the 

atmosphere



NWMA definitions and MCB research

• NOAA’s rules to implement the NWMA (15 C.F.R. 908.3(a)(1)) also 

may separately affect marine cloud brightening and cirrus cloud 

modification research

• Must report the

[s]eeding or dispersing of any substance into clouds or fog, to alter 

drop size distribution, produce ice crystals or coagulation of 

droplets, alter the development of hail or lightning, or influence in 

any way the natural development cycle of clouds or their 

environment; 



NWMA Data Clearinghouse





U.S. Laws and SRM research governance 

Liability Principles

• Tort liability

– Tort liability risks for reflective radiation field research –

causation, preemption/displacement, state law options

– Prior example:  nanoscale material research liability

– Complications:  liability shields under state weather modification 

laws, state tort reform statutes, sovereign immunity, SLAPPs

• Insurance and risk management – exclusions from coverage; 

environmental impairment liability coverage


